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The follow-up to the best-selling HELLO KITTY EVERYWHERE!A warm summer breeze-on this

perfect afternoonI catch a pink cloud.Join Hello Kitty as she celebrates the joy and wonder of the

seasons! The follow-up to the best-selling HELLO KITTY EVERYWHERE!, this new, whimsical

collection also features clever haiku written by Hello Kitty herself! Featuring inventive photographs

of Hello Kitty in a variety of hilarious poses and exotic locations, HELLO KITTY FOR ALL

SEASONS will delight 'tweens, teens, poets, collectors, and more. From sunbathing on the beach in

the heat of summer, to frolicking in the snow on a chilly winter day, this photographic journey is full

of enough love and adventure to last all year round!
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I recently purchased this book because I am an exetreme Hello Kitty fanatic. This book has become

the favourite of my collection. The picture just make you want to smile and the Haikus that go along

with it are fun. This book is purr-fect for any Hello Kitty fan of any age!

This was a really cute book. The photos were crisp and clear, with vivid colours and a lot of them

made me laugh. The writing is simple, and void of any real emotion/thought (but that's ok, it's not

supposed to be, just wanted to mention it!)It's a cute book for kids and adults alike. A cute gift for

any Hello Kitty fan, or a all ages friendly coffee table book.



My daughter and I both love Hello Kitty, so I had to purchase this when I saw it! The pictures are

adorable and get a smile out of anyone that opens the book. It also has great ideas for the place in

the mall where you can build your own bear, as many of the outfits and Hello Kitty herself came

from this very store!

Bought for almost 4 year old. The pictures are so colorful and vibrant. Not many words on each

page, she loves to tell the story herself. She talks about what Kitty is doing in each scene. Very

cute.

I just love the Hello kitty through the seasons book !The pictures are great,and it's the cutest book

ever.It's for all age groups.You don't have to be a hello kittylover to love this book.
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